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Abstract 

We define the base polytope B(P,g) of a partially ordered set P and a super- 

modular function g on the ideals of P as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of 

all linear extensions of P. This new class of polytopes contains, among others, the 

base polytopes of supermodular systems and permutahedra as special cases. After 

introducing the notion of compatibility for g, we give a complete linear description 

of B(P, g) for series-parallel posets and compatible functions g. In addition, we de- 

scribe a greedy-type procedure which exhibits Sidney’s job sequencing algorithm to 

minimize the total weighted completion time as a natural extension of the matroidal 

greedy algorithm from sets to posets. 

1. Introduction 

More than twenty years ago, Sidney [1975] published his article on the minimization of 

the weighted sum of completion times for one-machine scheduling problems with prece- 

dence constraints. The algorithm he proposed generalizes Smith’s greedy-type rule for 

independent jobs (Smith [1956]). Sidney proved that there always is an optimal schedule 

starting with an ideal of maximum weight density. Hence, the problem can be solved 

recursively for this ideal and its complement. 

While in general the only ideal with maximum weight density may be the whole set, 

and so nothing is gained, Sidney showed that in the case of series-parallel precedence 

constraints, we can always find a proper subideal to start with. Sidney’s algorithm is 

a greedy algorithm extended from sets to special partially ordered sets. However, the 

precise relation of this algorithm to structures induced by sub- or supermodular functions, 

which many people would consider the natural setting for greedy algorithms, remained 

unclear. It is the purpose of this paper to shed some light on this relation. 

We follow a common approach and study polyhedra induced by supermodular func- 

tions (the interested reader is referred to Fujishige’s book [1991] and the references cited 

therein). It is well known that the linear minimization problem over the base polytope 

B(g) = {a € R® : a(S) > g(S) for all S C E,2(E) = g(E)} of a supermodular function 

g can be solved by the greedy algorithm. Every permutation L = e,...e, of FE induces 
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by a, = g({ei,...,e:}) — g(fer,...,e;-1}) a vertex of B(g), and every vertex of the 

base polytope can be obtained in this way. While supermodular functions g acting on 

families of subsets of a finite set seem to be well understood, at least as far as mini- 

mization of linear functions on B(g) is concerned, much less is known if, in addition, the 

solutions have to respect a partial order relation. Let P be a partially ordered set and 

g a supermodular function on the ideals of P. To every linear extension of P, i.e. every 

permutation of P which respects the partial ordering, we associate an incidence vector 

as before. The base polytope B(P,g) of P is the convex hull of the incidence vectors of 

all linear extensions of P. In Section 2 of this paper we introduce the notion of compat- 

ibility for a supermodular function g on the ideals of P. In Section 3, we discuss some 

geometric properties of base polytopes of arbitrary posets, whereas in Section 4 we de- 

rive a complete linear description of B(P, g) for series-parallel posets and supermodular 

and compatible functions g. Section 5 describes a greedy algorithm to minimize linear 

functions over B(P,g). Instead of repeatedly picking elements with large weights, as is 

done in the matroid case, it follows Sidney’s [1975] recipe and chooses ideals with large 

average weight. Section 6 gives some examples and extensions. 

2. Notations and Definitions 

Let P = (E,<) be a partially ordered set (poset) on a finite set F with n elements. 

A linear extension L = e,e)...€n of P is a total ordering of the elements of E’ which 

respects the partial ordering of P, i.e. e; < e; in P implies i < 7. By L(P) we denote 

the set of all linear extensions of P. 

Given two disjoint posets (P:,<1) and (P2,<2) we define two compositions on P = 

P, U Py: 

Parallel composition: P = P, || Ps, 

P a<y if e<ay andaz,y€ PF, 

a<gy andaz,y € Py. 

Series composition: P = P, ® Py, 

e<yy andz,yeP, 

a<y if a<gy andz,y € Po, 

rEP,, ye Po. 

A poset is series-parallel if it can be constructed inductively from single elements by 

applying parallel and series compositions. Equivalently, a poset is series-parallel if no 

four elements induce an N (Seinsche [1974]). Four elements a,b,c,d induce an N, if 

a<b,b> cand c< dare the only comparabilities among them. 

A subset I C P is an ideal if « € I and y < x implies y € I. In particular I(2) = {y: 

y < a} is the principal ideal induced by x. For X C F, let I(X) = U(T (a): x € X). 

By Z(P) we denote the set of all ideals of P. Z(P) is a lattice, i.e. for ideals J and J in 

T(P), also TN J and ITU J are in Z(P).



A convex set C C P is a subset which contains with x,y € C all elements z € C 

satisfying x < z < y. A convex set C is called series-reducible, if it consists of two series 

components, i.e. C=AOB. 

Given a lattice £, a function g : £4 RU {—oo} is supermodular if 

(1) WX UY) + g(XNY) 2 GX) + GV) 

holds for all elements X,Y € £. The function g is called strictly supermodular if, in 

addition, inequality (1) holds strictly for all X Z Y,Y GX. We will assume throughout 

that supermodular functions are normalized, i.e. g(Q) = 0. 

Let A,B C E be two disjoint subsets of E (where E is the ground-set of P). We call 

the tuple (A,B) a series-reducible convex set if AU B is convex and if a < b holds for 

alla € Aand b € B. Note that if we fix one set, say A, then the collection of all sets B 

which together with A form a series-reducible convex set is a lattice. 

Series-reducible convexity can be viewed as a covering relation on certain subsets of 

P. Two subsets A and B of a series-reducible convex set (A,B) are covering in a linear 

extension L of P,if AUB isachainin L,ie. L = Ly;L4LpLz. We want linear inequalities 

tight at (A, B) to be independent of the sets J and J. For this purpose, we call a function 

g: ZI(P) > R compatible (with P) if for all series-reducible convex sets (A,B) and any 

TeT(P),I CES (AUB) such that [UA €Z(P) and TUAUB € T(P) the term 

(2) |A|[9(7U AU B) — gTU A)] — |B\lgZU A) — g(D)] 

is a constant ga,B independent of J. Any compatible function g then induces a function 

f on the series-reducible convex sets via f(A, B) = ga,g. Modular functions g are always 

compatible. 

Lemma 1 Let P be a poset and g : I(P) > R a function on the ideals of P. If g is 

compatible and supermodular, then the function f induced by g on the series-reducible 

conver sets of P is supermodular in both components. 

Proof: (i) Let (A,B) and (A, Bz) be two series-reducible convex sets. Choose I = 

T(AUB, U Bo) N (AU By U Bo). Then 

f(A, Bi) + f(A, Bo) 

= |Al[g(7UAU Bi) + g(TUAU By) — 2g(TU A)] — (|Bi| + |Bo|)[gU A) — gD) 
< |Al[g(TUAU (B, U Bo) + g(TUAU (BN Bo)) — 2g(TU A)] 

—(|Bi| + |Ba|)[g(7 UA) — 97) 

= f(A, B,U By) + f(A, Bin Be) . 

(ii) Let (Ai, B) and (Ap, B) be two series-reducible convex sets. Choose I = I(A,; U Ap U 

B) \ (A, U Ap U B) and let qi = TU (Ag \ At), I = TU (A \ Ap) and J = Ul. 

Observe that , U Ay = IU (Ay U Ap) =JuU (Ay NM Ap) = [5 U Ay. Hence 

f(A1, B) + f(Ag, B)



= |Ai|[g( U Ai UB) — gf U Ai)] + |Ao|[9(U2 U A UB) — gp U Ad)] 

—|B|[g U Ax) + ge U Az) — g(Li) — g(a) 
|Ay U Ag|[g(I U Ay U Ag U B) — g(IU Ay U Aa)] — |BI[g(2U Ay U Aa) — (Zh) 

+|A1M Ao|[g(J U (Ar 9 Ag) U B) — g(JU (ALN Apd))) 

—|B\[g(J U (A Ad) — gUe)) 

f(A1 U Ag, B) + f(A1 9 Ao, B) by supermodularity. IA
 

  

      

For a subset S of P and x € R?, let x(S) := > 
the brackets, i.e. z(e) = x({e}) = ae. 

ecg te- If S = {e} is a singleton, we omit 

3. The Base Polytope of a Poset 

Recall that the base polytope of a supermodular function g is defined as B(g) = {a € 

RY” : a(S) > g(S) for all S C E,2(E) = g(E)}. Equivalently, it is the convex hull of the 

incidence vectors x(L) of all permutations L = e,...e, of E. Here, the incidence vector 

x(L) is defined as a, = g({e1,...,e:}) —g(fe1,...,e;-1}) for 1 <i <n. A prominent 

member of the class of base polytopes is the permutahedron. It is defined as the convex 

hull of all permutations, perm = conv{(7(1),...,7(n)) : 7 permutation of E}. More 

general, the convex hull of those permutations that are extensions of a given poset P on 

the ground set FE has achieved considerable interest in the last years, in particular for its 

application in scheduling, see v. Arnim, Faigle, Schrader [1990], Schulz [1995], Queyranne 

and Wang [1991], v. Arnim, Schrader, and Wang [1996], v. Arnim and Schulz [1994], and 

Queyranne and Schulz [1994]. In this section, we investigate which properties of these 

special polytopes carry over to the more general framework. To be more precise, let P 

be a poset and g : Z(P) > R a supermodular function on the ideals of P. Then, our 

object of study is the base polytope of the poset P with respect to g which is defined as 

B(P,g) := conv{a(L):L€ L(P)} . 

The following results which generalize the respective ones for the permutahedron of a 

poset (cf., e.g., Schulz [1996]) can be proved simply by using the (strict) supermodularity 

of g. 

Proposition 2 Let P be a poset with P, ® P:, and let g: I(P) > R be a supermodular 

function. Then B(P,g) is the Cartesian product of the polytopes B(P:,g) and B( Ps, g') 

where g'(S) = g(SUP,) — g(P1). 

Since a minimal description in terms of linear equations and inequalities for the Carte- 

sian product of given polyhedra can be obtained by the juxtaposition of minimal linear 

systems of the given polyhedra, we may concentrate on posets P that are not series 

decomposable, when studying B(P,g). We will make use of this property in Section 4. 

With the help of Proposition 2 it is easy to determine the dimension of B(P, g).



Proposition 3 Let P be a poset with series decomposition P, ©-+-@P, (i.e., P; is not 

further series decomposable), and let g : I(P) > R be a strictly supermodular function. 

Then 

a(P, U---UP;) = g(P, U---U P;) fori=1,2,...,4q 

is a minimal linear equation system defining the affine hull of B(P,g). In particular, 

dim(B(P,g)) =n=a 
Finally, for strictly supermodular functions g, we characterize the facet defining inequal- 

ities among those which naturally emerge from the base polytope B(g) of g. 

Proposition 4 Let P be a poset with series decomposition P, ®-:: ® Py, and let I = 

Pi@: OP, OL,i€ {0,...,q—1}, be an ideal of P. Ift,®---@L, and fF, ©---@F, are 

the series decompositions of I and Py44 AT, respectively, then the face of B(P,g) induced 

by x(I) > g(J) is of dimension n — (q+rt+s) +1. 

4. Base Polytopes of Series-Parallel Posets 

For a poset P and a supermodular function g : Z(P) + R compatible with P let P(P, g) 

be the polytope defined by the inequalities 

|A|x(B) — |B|x(A) IV
 f(A, B) for all series-reducible convex sets (A, B), 

A, B series-prime, 

a(I) g(Z) for all ideals I € Z(P), 

x(P) = g(P). 
(Note that P(P, g) is not well-defined if g is not compatible with P.) A subset A of P is 

called series-prime if A does not allow a series-decomposition. 

For series-parallel posets P and compatible supermodular functions g we will show that 

P(P,g) equals B(P,g). In particular, P(P,g) is integral if g is integral. Justified by 

Proposition 2, we assume throughout this chapter, when considering a series-parallel 

poset P, that P is series-prime. 

The following observation is immediate. 

Lemma 5 Let P be a poset and g : T(P) + R supermodular and compatible. Let 

P' = P\ I for some ideal I of P, g' : T(P') > R with g'(J) :-= gTU J) — g(D) and f' 

the function induced by g'. Then g' is supermodular and compatible with P’ and f' = f 

on PNT. 
  

      

Given a vector x € P(P,g), we call an ideal I tight at x if «(7) = g(J) holds. 

Lemma 6 Let P be a poset and g : T(P) + R supermodular and compatible. Let 

x € P(P,g) and let I be a tight ideal. Then y = (a; :1 € I) € P(I,g) and z = (a : i € 

PNT) €P(P\ 1,9’) where g'(J) = gTU J) — g(t), as above.



Proof: The previous lemma implies that z satisfies the convex set constraints and y 

satisfies both ideal and convex set constraints. Since J is tight, we also have y(I) = g(J), 

ie. y € P(g). For an ideal J C P\ TI, we have z(J) = «(J) = «(TU J) —a(I) > 

gIU J) — gf) = g'(J), ie. z satisfies the ideal constraints induced by g’. Finally, 

2(P\ DT) =a(P\ 1) =2(P)-2) = g9(P)-g(D =g' (P\ JD, ie. z€P(PX IQ’). 
  

      

Proposition 7 Let P be a series-parallel poset and g : IT(P) + R supermodular and 

compatible. Then P(P,g) C B(P,g) holds. 

  

Proof: (i) We first show by induction that B(P,g) contains P(P, g) if for any vertex of 

P(P,g) there exists a tight proper ideal. For |P| = 1 the claim obviously holds. Now 

let « be a vertex of P(P,g) and I be a tight proper ideal. By Lemma 6 and induction, 

y = (a, :1€ 1) € P(U,g) C BU,g) and z = (a; :1€ P\ I) € P(P\NJ,g') C B(PC IQ’). 

Hence, y and z are convex combinations of incidence vectors of linear extensions of J and 

P WNT, respectively. It follows that x itself is a convex combination of incidence vectors 

of linear extensions of P and thus contained in B(P, g). 

(ii) It remains to show that we can find tight proper ideals. Remember that we assumed 

that P = P,||P:. Suppose that x is a vertex of P(P,g) with no tight proper ideal. Then 

€:= min{x(I) — g(I) : I is a proper ideal of P} is positive. Choose a vector c € R®, 

such that x is the unique minimum for min{cz : z € P(P,g)}. We may assume that 

c(Pz)|P,| — c(P,)|P2| <0, otherwise we can renumber P; and P2. Now let y be given by 

      

_ xj +e/|Pil, for i € P,, 

_ x; —€/|Pal, for i € Py. 

We claim that y € P(P,g). Obviously, y lies on the hyperplane y(P) = g(P). Since 

P = P,||Po, any series-reducible convex set is contained in either P, or P,. By using 

that the convex set constraints are invariant under adding the same constant to every 

component, it follows for any series-reducible convex set (A, B) that | Aly(B) —|Bly(A) = 

|Ala(B) —|Bla(A) > f(A, B). Finally, the ideal inequalities hold for any proper ideal 

I¢ P since 

y(I) = a, («: + =) + >> (2, — =) > a(D) —e> gl) . 

But cy = cx +e(c(P1)/|Pi| —c(P2)/|P2|) < ex, contradicting the uniqueness of x. Hence 
there must exist a tight proper ideal. 

  

      

Theorem 8 Let P be a series-parallel poset and g : I(P) > R supermodular and com- 

patible. Then P(P,g) coincides with B(P, gq). 

Proof: Because of Proposition 7, it is sufficient to show B(P,g) C P(P,g). Let « = x(L) 

be the incidence vector of a linear extension of P. Obviously, x satisfies x(P) = g(P) 

and the ideal constraints. 

Now, let (A,B) be a series-reducible convex set with A and B series-prime. Let D = 

€1..-€n,j = max{i: e; € A} and J = {e1,...,e;}. Then a7 € B(J,g) and wpvz €



B(P ~\ J,g'). In particular, «(B) > g'(B) = g(JU B) — g(J) holds if B is an ideal in 

PJ. Tf J~\ Ais an ideal of J, too, then x(A) = x(J) — x(J \ A) < g(J) —g(J~ A). 

Using I = J \ A, the wanted convex set inequality |A|z(B) —|B|#(A) > |Al[g(Z U AU 

B) — g(TU A)] —|B|[g( U A) — g(1)] would follow. It remains to show that we can force 

J ~A and B to be ideals in J and P ~ J, respectively. 

Suppose JU B is no ideal of P. Then there exists an earliest element e; = c € P\ (JUB) 

in L with c < 6 for some 6 € B. From i > j and the convexity of AU B we conclude 

c || A. Since P is series-parallel and B is series-prime, c < B follows. Let L’ be the 

linear extension arising from L by exchanging e; and e; with incidence vector z'. The 

supermodularity of g implies 2'(A) > x(A), whereas x'(B) = 2(B) remains unchanged. 

We continue the exchange operations until J U B is an ideal of P. 

Suppose J = J \ A is no ideal of P. Then there exists elements a € A and y € I with 

a<y. Since e; =: a' belongs to A, we know that y < a’ or y || a’. Because A is convex, 

y must be parallel to a’. We again distinguish two cases. 

(a) a || a’. Let b € B be arbitrary. Then a,b,a’,y induce an N in contradiction to the 

fact that P is series-parallel. 

(b) a < a’. Because A is series-prime and P series-parallel, there must be an element 

a" || {a,a’}. If a” || y, then a,b,a",y induce an N. If a” < y, then a”,b,a’,y induce an 

N. Both possibilities contradict that P is series-parallel. Since A is convex, y cannot be 
  

      a predecessor of a”. 

5. Optimization 

Let P be a poset, g : Z(P) — R a supermodular function and c € R”. Consider the 

linear programming problem 

opt(P, g,c) := min{cxr : x € B(P,g)}. 

Since a(P) = g(P), we may assume that the cis are positive. 

Call an ideal I p-mazimal if p(T) = c(T)/|I| > c(J)/|J| = p(J) for all ideals J C P. The 

algorithm we propose to solve opt(P, g,c) for series-parallel posets and supermodular and 

compatible functions g is a generalization of Sidney’s [1975] algorithm for minimizing the 

weighted sum of completion times in a one-machine scheduling environment. It starts 

with some p-maximal ideal J and solves the problem recursively on J and P\ J. In 

general, P itself may be the only p-maximal ideal and the approach does not work. 

However, if P decomposes into two parallel components, there is always a p-maximal 

ideal which is contained in one of the components. This is implied by the following 

observation which holds for all x,y > 0: 

(3) (X4+Y)/(wty) <X/e > V/y<X/a 
Lemma 9 Let P be a poset, g: I(P) + R supermodular and c € R?. Let L = LyL py 

be an optimal linear extension for opt(P,g,c). Then any linear extension L' = Li L'p_, 

starting with I is optimal for opt(P,g,c) if and only if Lis optimal for opt(I,g, cr) and 

Lip, is optimal for opt(P ~ I, g',cp.r), where g'(J) = g( TU J) — g(J), as above.



Proof: By definition of B(P,g) and g’ we have opt(P,g,c) < opt(I,g,cr) + opt(P \ 

I,g',cp.r). Since L is optimal for opt(P,g,c), equality follows. 
  

      

Lemma 10 Let P be a poset and g : T(P) > R be supermodular and compatible. Let 

DL= Lya,...a,b,...b,;L7 be a linear extension of P with incidence vector x containing 

a series-reducible convex set (A,B) = ({ai,...,ar}, {bi,...,bs}). Then, using A; := 

{a;,...,a,} and B; := {b1,...,b;}, we obtain 

(4) x(bj) = x(a) + f(A,b1) — f(A2, 61) 
— f(A,, bi) + f(Ar, By) + f(Ar, By-1) for j =1,...,8, 

(5) r(aj) = x(a) + f(A,bi) — f(A2, 61) 
_ f(A;, b1) + f(Aj4i1,61) for) =1,...,7r. 

Proof: The convex set constraints for A; 6 {bi},1 <j <r, and {a,} 6 B;,1<j <s, are 

tight at «(ZL). 

By induction on j we first show x(6;) = x(a,) + f(ar, B;) — f(a@r, Bj-1). For j = 1, the 

tight convex set constraint for {a,} © {bi} gives x(b,) — x(a,) = f(ay,b1) = f(a,, Bi) — 

f (ar, 0). In the induction step we use the tight convex set constraint for {a,}@B,;. With 

toy x(b;) -j : £(ay) = f (ar, B;) we get 

(bj) = f(ar, Bj) +5 - (ar) — DIZ} w(b;) 
= flap, By) +5 2(ay) — G —Vx(ay) 

+ wo (-flar, Bi) + f(a, Bj-1)) 

f (ar, Bj) + ear) — f (ar, Bj-1) - 

By symmetry, x(a;) = x(b1) — f(Aj,b1) + f(Aj4i,51) holds. Substitution of x(a1) = 

x(b1) — f(A,b1) + f(Ae, b1) for «(61) into the equation of x(a;) yields x(a;) = x(a) + 

f(A, b1) — f(A2, 61) — f(Aj, 61) + f(Aj41,01). Substitution of this equation for «(a;) 

into the equation of #(b;) finally yields «(6;) = x(a1) + f(A, 61) — f (Ae, b1) — f(Ap, b1) + 

f (Ar, Bj) + f(Ar, Bj-1). 

Corollary 11 Let P and g be as in Lemma 10, let LD = Lye, ...e,L 7 be a linear exten- 

sion of P with incidence vector x and let {e1,...,e,} be a series-reducible convex set of 

P. Then 

  

      

a(e;) = r(e1) + 5; , 

and the values of s; are independent of L on P ~ {e1,...,ex}. 
  

      

Proposition 12 Let P be a poset, g: I(P) > R strictly supermodular and compatible 

andcé€ R?. Let L = Lyre,...egfi...f~Lz and L' = Ly fy... frer...eg,L 7 be two linear 

extensions of P with incidence vectors x and y and series-reducible conver sets E = 

{e1,...,e,} and F ={fi,..., fi}. Then cx < cy holds if and only if p(E) > p(F) holds. 

Proof: Using Corollary 11, we can write 

a(e;) = axle) +t, 

r(fj) = x(fi)+s;, 
y(e:) = yler) +t, 
y(fi) = yh) +s;



for alll <i<k,l1<j<l. Then cz < cy is equivalent to 

iy ce, x(e:) + we ef,e(fj)) < hy ceyler) + viet cf (Fj) 
= c(E)a(e1) +e(F)a(fi) < c(E)y(e1) +P )y(fi) 
= c(B)[gTVUe) —gU) - gt Fue) +97 U F)] 

< cF\lg7U fi) —g0) -gTU EU fi) +gTU EB). 
ie
 

We have g(I U E) — g(I) = yy a(e;) = k-a(e,) + yy t;=k-g'(eaa)t+ yy t;, and 

gIUF)—gD =I -g'(fi) + ia s;. Using the linear extension Lrei fi... freo...enLy 

it follows that g(IU FUe1) —g(TUe1) = 1: (g' (fer, fi}) —g'(e1)) +e s;, and similarly 

gIUEU fi) —gZU fi) = k- (g' (fer, fi}) —9'(f)) + yy t;. Substituted into the last 

inequality above we get 

A(E)[l- (g'(fi) + 9'(ex) — oC fiser}))] < CPA (9 (fi) + o'er) — o' fi e13))I - 

Because of g' ({e1, fi })—g'(e1)—g'(fi) > 0 (g is strictly supermodular) the last inequality 

holds if and only if c(E)/|E| > c(F)/|F| holds. 

Again, let L = e)...e, be a linear extension of P. We call an interval J = e;ej41 ...e% 

of L series-reducible, if {e;, e;41,..., ex} is a series-reducible convex set of P. I is called 

maximal series-reducible (in L), if no larger series-reducible interval J D> I in L exists. 

  

      

Proposition 13 Let P be a series-parallel poset. Let L be a linear extension with (in this 

order, from the beginning of L to its end) maximal series-reducible intervals E;,1 <i < s, 

i.e. Ei; is a singleton or FE; = A; ® B; with nonempty subsets A; and B;. Then 

(6) E;\| Eigi forall l<i<s. 

Proof: We proceed by induction on n = |P|. If n = 1 or P = P, © P2, we must have 

s = 1 and we are done. Now let P = P, || Py. Suppose the first element e; of L belongs 

to P,. Let e; be the first element in LZ out of P2. By induction hypothesis, the claim is 

valid for the linear extensions e; ...e;_1 and e;...e,. The last maximal series-reducible 

interval in e;...e;—1 is a subset of P,, and the first maximal series-reducible interval in 

€;..-€n is a subset of P2, so they are parallel to each other, too. 
  

      

Corollary 14 Let P be a series-parallel poset, g: I(P) > R strictly supermodular and 

compatible, andc € R”. Let L = Lye... erfi-.-.- fiz be an optimal linear extension 

for opt(P,g,c) and L' = Lyf... fier...exLz be a linear extension of P, too. Let E = 

{e1,...,en} and F = {fi,..., fx}. Then, L’ is optimal for opt(P,g,c) if and only if 

p(F) = p(£). 

Proof: Let FE = Ey ||... || B; and F = F, || ... || Fi the decomposition of E and F in 

maximal series-reducible intervals in L. Since L is optimal and L’ is valid, Propositions 

13 and 12 imply 

(7) P(E1) > p(Ex) >... > p(Es) = p(Fi) = pa) =... > pl) -



Observe that L can be transformed into L’ by swapping E; with Fj, 7 = 1,...,t,4 = 

s,...,1. By Proposition 12, every swap does not decrease the objective function value. 

Let L’ be optimal, too. Suppose p(F’) < p(£). Then p(E;,) > p(F;,) for at least one pair 

(io, jo). Swapping E;, with F;, increases the objective value, any other swap operation 

does not decrease the objective value in contradiction to the optimality of L’. 

In the other direction, p(F) > p(F) and the inequalities (3) and (7) imply p(F) = p(£). 

Consequently, equality in (7) follows. Now, by Proposition 12 every swap operation keeps 

the objective function value constant. Hence L’ is optimal, too. 
  

      

This proves the “adjacent string interchange property” for optimal linear extensions. 

Like Sidney we call an ideal I p*-mazimal, if it is p-maximal and does not contain a 

smaller ideal which is p-maximal, too. 

Theorem 15 Let P be a series-parallel poset, g : I(P) + R strictly supermodular and 

compatible and c € R?. Let L be an optimal linear extension for opt(P,g,c). Then L 

starts with an p*-maximal ideal I. 

Proof: We proceed by induction on n = |P|. The case n = 1 is trivial. By Lemma 9, 

it is sufficient to consider the case P = P, || Py in the induction step. Let [1 be the 

p*-maximal initial ideal of LD = e1...e,, i.e. among all initial ideals of L the smallest 

one with maximal p-value. To be more precise, let jp := minfj:VIl<k<n: 

p({e1,..-.,e;}) > p(f{er,..-,en}) }. Then Li = e1,...,¢;, and we denote by I; the 

underlying set, ie. ) = {fe : e € Ly}. By Propositions 13 and 12, Ly is a singleton 

or series-reducible. Hence J, is entirely included in P, or in P). W.l.0.g., we assume 

that I, C Py. By Lemma 9, L; is optimal for opt(I,,g,cr,) and LZ ~\ Ly is optimal for 

opt(P \ I,,g',cpx1,). We claim that I, is a p*-maximal in P. 

By induction hypothesis, L, starts with a p*-maximal ideal of [;. The choice of J, assures 

this is ,. Hence, J, does not include a smaller ideal with the same or a bigger p-value. 

Again by induction hypothesis, L \ L, starts with a p*-maximal ideal J C P\ 1. Now, 

if p(T) < p(J) then equivalence (3) implies that p(I,) < p(T, U J). This contradicts the 

choice of L,. Consequently, the p-value of any ideal in P \ I, is at most p(I)). 

It remains to consider any ideal K of P such that KN, #@ and KN(P\ hh) #9. 

However, again by use of (3), p(K O11) < p() and p(KN(P~\ 4)) < p(J) imply 

p(X) < p(h). 
  

      

The next two lemmas are direct extensions of their counterparts in Sidney’s theory. 

Lemma 17 corresponds to Sidney’s “Main Decomposition Theorem”. 

Lemma 16 Let P be a poset andc € R’. Then, the p*-maximal ideals of P are pairwise 

disjoint. 

Proof: Let I and J be two distinct p*-maximal ideals. Hence, J Z J and vice versa. 

Suppose that K = 19 J #9. Then, K is an ideal with p(K) < p(I) = p(J). In this 

case, using equivalence (3), p(J \ K) > p(K) and p(T \ K) > p(I) follow. Again using 

equivalence (3), p(J U (I \ K)) > p(Z) would follow which contradicts the p-maximality 

of I. 
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Lemma 17 Let P be a poset andc € R?. Let S,S_...Sq and T,T>...Ty be two se- 

quences of p*-mazximal ideals (ie S; is p*-mazimal in P ~ Ut S; forl <j <a, 

and T; is p*-maximal in P\ iz, T; for 1 < j <b). Then a = b, and there exists a 

permutation m such that S; =T,,(;) for alli. 

Proof: We proceed by induction on n = |P|. The induction start is trivial. If Sy = T| 

holds in the induction step, we are finished by induction hypothesis. Hence, assume 

S, #T,. From Lemma 16 we know that S$, M7; = 9. Notice that T, is p-maximal in 

P~ Sj, too. By induction hypothesis for P \ S$; we can conclude T, € {S2,..., Sa}. 

Now the exchange of 5; := TJ, and S; in the sequence S15 )...5, leads us back to the 

previous case. 
  

  

Corollary 18 Let P be a poset andc € R”. Every p-mazimal ideal is the disjoint union 

      

  of p*-maximal ideals. 

Theorem 19 Let P be a series-parallel poset, g : I(P) + R strictly supermodular and 

compatible and c € RP. Let S be a p*-mazximal ideal. Then there exists an optimal linear 

extension of P for opt(P,g,c) starting with S. 

Proof: Let L = $,S2...Sq with S = S, be a linear extension of P such that, for each 7 = 

1,...,a, the set S; is a p*-maximal in P~ Ut S;. By Theorem 15 there exists an linear 

extension L' of P optimal for opt(P, g, c) which starts with a p*-maximal ideal T, of P. By 

Lemma 9 L'\T) is optimal for P\T,. By induction, L' = T,T2...T;, with T; p*-maximal 

in P\Uz} T;. Because of Lemma 17 there must be ak with T; = S; = S. Inthe case k = 

1 we are done. Otherwise, let DL’ = T,...Tp-1$1Tp41...Th = Ey Bo... EySiT p41 ...Th, 

where the £; are maximal series-reducible intervals in ZL’. From Proposition 13 and 

12, p(E;) > p(Fi41) for all i. Since T, is p*-maximal, p(Si) = p(T1) > p(E,) holds. 

Successive swaps of S; with FE; (i = 1,1 —1,...,1) do not alter the objective value 

by Proposition 12. Consequently, DE” = $,T,...T,p-1T41...Th is an optimal linear 

extension starting with S. 

Although Theorem 19 is apparently restricted to strictly supermodular functions, it al- 

ready provides most ingredients for the general case. 

  

      

Corollary 20 Let P be a series-parallel poset, g : T(P) > R supermodular and com- 

patible and c € R’. Let S be a p*-maximal ideal. Then there exists an optimal linear 

extension of P for opt(P,g,c) starting with S. 

Il i for all ¢ > 0. The function 
hz is strictly supermodular and compatible. Hence, g + hz is strictly supermodular and 

compatible, too. Let K = max{ca : « € B(P,hi)} > 0 (recall that we may assume that 

c > 0) and let d > 0 be a lower bound for the difference of the second best objective 

function value of a linear extension with opt(P, g,c). If all linear extension are optimal, 

there is nothing to show. Now we choose a positive « < d/K. By Theorem 19 there 

exists an optimal linear extension L for opt(P,g + he,c) starting with S. Since 

Proof: We define h, : Z(P) > R by he(I) := €- yl 

opt(P, g,¢) + opt(P, he,c) < opt(P,g + he, c) < opt(P,g,c) +d/K- Kk 
< min{cx : x € vert(B(P,g)),cx > opt(P,g,c)}, 
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    L must be optimal for opt(P,g, c), too. 

Like in Sidney’s paper the proof above shows that in general we can start with an 

  

arbitrary p*-maximal ideal to construct an optimal linear extension. Hence, the algorithm 

of Lawler [1978] for optimizing over series-parallel ordered sets can be used here, too. 

Theorem 21 Let P be a series-parallel poset and g : I(P) > R be supermodular and 

compatible, letc € R’. The optimization problem opt(P, g,c) can be solved in O(nlogn) 
  

    time.   

In the case of an antichain P, the algorithm reduces to the greedy algorithm with the 

initial sorting phase done by mergesort. 

6. Remarks and Open Questions 

Base polytopes of series-parallel posets are a common generalization of base polytopes 

over sets (cf. Fujishige [1991]) and permutahedra of series-parallel posets which are de- 

fined as follows. With any permutation 7 of an n-element set E = {1,...,n} we asso- 

ciate a permutation vector via x(m) := (m(1),...,7(n)) € R”. For a partially ordered 

set P = (E, <p), we consider only those permutations which are linear extensions of the 

poset and define the permutahedron 

perm(P) = conv {a(7) : 7 is a linear extension of P}. 

In v. Arnim, Faigle and Schrader [1990] and Queyranne and Wang [1991] it is shown that 

the permutahedron of a series-parallel poset is given by the linear inequalities 

|Alz(B) —|B|z(A) > $|Al|B|(|A|+|B]) for all series-reducible convex sets (A, B), 

a(I) > 4$|Z\(\I| +1) for all ideals I € Z(P) 

a(P) = 3|P\(|P| +1). 

It is easily seen that g(7) = $|J|(|Z| + 1) is strictly supermodular and compatible and 

f(A, B) = $|Al|B| (|A] + |B]) is the function induced by g. Queyranne and Wang [1991] 

(see also v. Arnim and Schulz [1994]) extend this characterization to the generalized 

permutahedron which corresponds to the weighted case discussed below. 

Queyranne and Schulz [1995] show that the problem of scheduling jobs with unit ex- 

ecution times and compatible release dates on m machines with nonstationary speeds 

may be formulated in terms of optimizing linear functions over contra-polymatroids. 

E.g. for the case of zero release dates, let P be an antichain of n jobs, and suppose 

there are m machines with processing rates o;(r) > 0. Define t(i,0) := 0 and t(i,k) := 

min{t : Stine) o;(r)dr = 1} as the earliest completion time of the k-th job on ma- 

chine i. For A C P, let ¢(A) be the sum of the |.A| smallest elements in the multiset 

{t(i,k) : 1 <i<m,1<k <n}. Then ¢ is supermodular, and the completion time 

vectors of all schedules (with minimum makespan) is {2 € RP : 2(A) > @(A) for all A C 

P,x(P) = ¢(P)}. By using the results of Section 3, we can immediately extend this 
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description to weak orders. (A poset P is a weak order, if it is the series-composition 

A; ®...@A, of a family of antichains A;.) In this case, the compatibility require- 

ment (2) is trivial because J = I(B) \ (AU B) is unique, and the supermodularity 

of @(A) := min{x(A) : # is a completion time vector of a minimum makespan schedule} 

follows from the supermodularity of ¢ on an antichain. 

We have used the cardinality function in the convex set constraints to simplify the pre- 

sentation. The arguments carry over to any positive weight function w: EF > R,. For 

a linear extension LD = e)...€, of P, let the weighted incidence vector x of L be the 

vector with components x, = 1/we, (g({e1,...,e:}) —g(fe1,..-,e:-1})) for 1 <i <n. 

Let tw) = oie, wits and call a supermodular function g : Z(P) — R w-compatible 

(on P) if for all series-reducible convex sets (A,B) and any I € Z(P),I C Ex (AUB) 

such that TU A € Z(P) and TUAUB € Z(P) the term 

(8) w(A)[g(ZU AUB) — g(TU A)] — w(B)[g(Z UA) — 97) 

is a constant independent of I. Consider the polytope P,,(P, g) defined by the inequalities 

w(A)tw(B)—w(B)aw(A) > f(A, 8B) for all series-reducible convex sets (A, B), 

A, B series-prime, 

Lw(T) > g(Z) for all ideals J € Z(P), 

tw(P) = g(P). 

It is a technical exercise to derive the following corollary. 

Corollary 22 Let P be a series-parallel poset P and g : I(P) > R be a supermodular 

and w-compatible function. Then a vector x is a vertex of Pw(P,g) if and only if it is 
  

    the weighted incidence vector of a linear extension.   

We close with two open questions. First, the inequalities |A|a(B) — |Bla(A) > f(A, B) 

closely resemble the defining system of pseudomatroids (cf. Chandrasekaran and Kabadi 

[1988]). Secondly, Faigle and Kern [1996] have introduced another type of greedy algo- 

rithm on posets, also generalizing the polymatroidal procedure. In both cases, it is not 

clear how these approaches relate to the base polytope of a poset. 
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